
Product 
Developer 

This role is an exciting opportunity to 
join our team of product developers who 
improve and maintain both our 
simulation product, Simul8, and our 
online applications. You’ll play a leading 
role in shaping our products to utilise 
emerging data science technologies. 
You’ll also work closely with our wide 
range of customers to improve their 
everyday usage of the product.  

 Hybrid remote, Glasgow 

 Competitive salary 

“Being part of the Product Development team at Simul8 
gives you the opportunity to contribute to every stage of 
the product development cycle. There’s always 
something new and exciting in the works, and the team 
are consciously working to improve our users’ 
experience, every way they can.” 

Meredith Gallop, Product Developer 
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www.Simul8.com 

Who are we? What do we do? 
Being a B2B company, you might not have heard of us 
before. But if you think of any brand in the world, they 
probably use our software. We’ve helped the likes of 
Nike, Ford, Apple, the NHS and so many other 
organizations to transform the way they make 
decisions. It’s not just about helping corporates 
increase their profit though. Every day, our users make 
a real difference. During the pandemic they have 
planned emergency overflow hospitals, launched 
effective drive through testing facilities and supported 
the vaccine roll out. There has never been a more 
critical time to help our users to make agile, informed 
decisions. 

What will your first few months with us 
look like?  
Your initial assignments will be centred around 
understanding our products, our code base and how 
our users implement solutions with Simul8. We will 
achieve this through a series of code projects, training 
modules and secondments to other teams. 

You will be hands-on with the code base immediately 
with a goal of delivering your first improvement by the 
end of your onboarding period.  

Your role and responsibilities  
• Develop and improve existing software features. 
• Collaborate with our users and internal experts to 

explore roadmap items through user stories and 
wireframing. 

• Peer review code for other members of the team. 
• Diagnose and solve problems experienced by 

our users.  
• Use agile methodologies to plan and manage 

your workload. 
• Manage and implement Azure CI/CD and AWS 

tech to deploy our products. 

Does this sound like you?  
• A tenacious self-starter who is full of initiative and 

ideas to drive the development of our product 
forward. 

• A user driven attitude to development.  
• An exceptional communicator who will be 

comfortable engaging with customers. 
• Curious about technology, proactive with a 

passion for process improvement. 
 
 

What we offer 
We are a vibrant and innovative company with 
interaction between all parts of the business allowing 
our employees to grow their skills and gain exposure 
to all aspects of a company. There is scope for rapid 
personal development and progression, with the 
enviable potential of making a genuine impact on the 
company’s future success. 

We look to our people to form and deliver on our 
strategy, and you will have a great opportunity to take 
an active role in setting and working on our company 
goals and deliverables.  

At Simul8 we love what we do and we’re serious about 
simulation – but we don’t take ourselves too seriously! 
We have nurtured a genuine collaborative team and 
like to balance our hard work with time to unplug, have 
fun and make time for ourselves. We do everything we 
can to make work a pleasure, such as providing a 
budget for your home office set up, a city centre hub 
for collaborating, regular social events and 
opportunities to develop your career and learn new 
skills. 

Other benefits include 
• Competitive salary and bonus/commission 

schemes. 
• Flexible working policy, providing an autonomous 

work environment and work/life balance that suits 
individual needs. 

• Financial benefits: generous pension scheme 
and life insurance. 

• 31 days holiday a year – increasing over time 
with the option to buy more . 

• Ability to work up to 60 days abroad in one year. 
• Tax-free work from home allowance including 

funds to set up your home office to your liking. 
• Health & wellbeing initiatives such as 

Wednesday yoga. 
• Dedicated Social Team for planning monthly 

activities for the whole company, from dinner and 
drinks to game nights. 

Ready to join us? 
Please send your CV and covering 
letter detailing your current 
circumstances, potential starting 
date and current salary to Fiona 
Holburn: hireme@simul8.com. 
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